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BSTRACT.
The impact of data discrepancies made by colleges on

the FiscalOrterations Report and Application to Participate (FISAP)
is addressed, with attention to both impact on the entire aid program
and resourte allocation to institutions. Brief descriptions* are
provided of tbe allocation formulas for the three campus -based aid
programs (Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants, National Direct
Student Loans, and the Coblege Work-Study, program): The recomOutition
of national and state.fair share allocations requires twoJeteps:
recomputation of institutional need for each'program; and estimation
of changes to allocations using Department of Education worksheets.
.The final step is-to develop a na%ional estimate of changesin
institutional allcocations. In aevdloping'error profiles, one focus is
on institutions,"3nd the results may lead to selection criteria for
increased edit checks or data verification. Another focus of the
profiles is the data discrepancy itself and the causes of the errors. -

Included is a list of FISAP data that have been examined as part of
the, Department Of Education Quality Control Project, along wifth
information on the types and frequency of discrepancies that have not
yet been corr cted. (SW)
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As' part of the Title IV Quality Control Project, Advanced Techn,plogy,
conducted fwo rounds of data- collection rejated to errol in the application 'and
'allocation processes of the Campus-Based. programs. The first data collection
occurred at, the DepartMent Education and exanihed several data sources to
iderfiify` discrepancies ,in FISAP reported data) Over 80 such .discrepancies In
nrollicnvnt, tuition and fees, and Pell expenditure data, were discovered. The following-

FISAP data were examined: .

. i

Mainteniate of effortJ
Undergraduate tuition alld fees' .

Graduate tuxtion and fees

Pell expenditures

State expenditures

- Institutional expenditures

Undergraduate dependent applicants

Graduate dependent applicants

Undergraduate independent applicants

Grad te independent applicants
. Undergraduate enrollment

Graduate enrollment

Continuing education

New vrollrriient

b
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The institutions whose -FISAP's contained one or more discrepancies were
seleCted forisupplementary data collection during the institutional. site visits. Data

discrepancies were presented to institutional staff and.staff were 7sked to.explain or
demonstrate that these discrepancies were corrected. Over half of the di screpancies
identified were resolved. Table 1 indicates the types and 'frequency of remaining
discrepancies.
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TABLE I

ltItORS ASSOCIATED WITII THE
APPLICATION PORTION TI1P, NSW:

SELECTED STATISTICS
0

a
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Discrepancy Item

Responses Received I Comparisons Discrepancies Resolved * DisareIancies Nut Resolved
Number of

Discrepancies
Identified

for Review r . We Percent
Cross-
Source

,Cross-
Year

., ,

Number. \ Percentage Nuatber
_,
Percentage

Liwullinelet 53
. . ,

1111.=34.6 50 3
.

.21 : 3344 . 'L"; 451*

..

Tuition ..end Fees
.

.

I t I
.

100. 3 5 5 .62.3 3 37. 5

IA
P ell L.Apendilieres 7 73 _ ..... 0 3 ''' 1045

i

Eligible Applii-ent
Income 8 6 j.5

4.

0
.

6

1 .
5 13.4 1 . 16.6

'V

TOTAL.
..

53 70 . 14 ..) 56 14 41
4

51.6
4.

29-:
, .

,

41,4

ft

101 Si iristitutiaels identified fix item discrepane)y.resolution, 61 provided information on 70 discrepancies.
201 total elbetellitteitt discrepancies, all blet three were generated by comparisoeis to HEC:15. .

.. inle eilf011tnent discrcp4my for one institution was both cross-source and cross-year. It was counted as two separate errors, but with oneresolution.
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The remaining discrepancies will be analyzed in &der to produce the following
four error measures:

Likelihood of occurrence )

Severity, or size, of error

Need consequence'

Allocation' consequence , $

eV'

wr

These four measures are briefly defined i the following paragraphs.

Likelihood of occurrence is the proportion, or percentage, 4>f institutions for
which an unexplained difference exists between the application value and the
comparison value. Table 1 provides results of the data collection for this error
measure.

Siverity or sire of difference in error provides an estimate of the seriousness of
differences between, application values and comparison values. These measures are
reported as the average error or average difference between the t.vie values. -

Need consequence pleasures estimated effects of data elern i t errors on the
measures of absolute aggregate need c'alculated for each campus. This typ4of,
measiA is used for-xlata elements for which the comparison values represent exact
values, including HEGIS enrollment and tuition and Pell expenditures. for example, it
is possible to estimate the need consequence of differences between. reported
enrollment and REGIS enrollment.

Allocation consequence measures estimated effects of need changes on Campus-
Based program allocations. Allocation consequences may not follow the 'same pattern
as need consequences because of various hold7parmless considerations.

PROPOSth ANALYSIS

The major objective of the last portion of Stage I FISAP analysis :is the
esti7ation of the impact of data Oiscrepancies on allocations to institutions with

a
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re W=ining ¢iscreplincies1as well as a program-wide estimation of this impact. The
genera: approach to the remaining analysis consists of the following steps: .

N

.4 I

,k -

Obtain institutional allocation worksheets from ED

Identifrinstitution.S with data discrepancies
4,

Recomputesinsti onal need for these institutions by s tituting discret-
pant data using the p crthed need formula ,

- ,

recomputed need figured, takingRecompute institutional lo
into account holcivharmless prcrvl

.Estimate the order pf magnitude
allocations

FLSAP Institutional Allocations

direction offchanges in national

6

The allocation of Campus-Based funds to postsecondary institutions is a fOnction
of three fat-tors: a conditiona al guarantee and institutional need for funds relative to
other institutions within the respective state and all institutions nationally. The

-conditional guarantee fizti, the majority of institutions (other than institutions for the
first or second year) is equal to CW-S ana SEOG expures' for the 1979-80 award
year. For NEYSL this amount equals 90 percept of the greater of expenditures in the
prior award year or , current year multiplied by its utilization rate for loan funds.
Insti:.u:lonal need for funds for Campus-Bised programs is based on an algorithm that
suotrac:s institutional resources from c .The two formulas for the three Campus-

)*

Based programs are:

SEOG institutional need' = .75 x ((avg. tuition, and fees for undergraduatey
(avg. hiving cost)) x (the number of eligible aid appli-
cants) - aggregate family contribution - Pell expendi-
tures state.. expenditures -.25 xinstitutional expen-

4 ditures

a.

.'V-S and NDSL institutional need = ((avg. tuition and fees for un rgraduates,
graduates) + (avg. living co of under-.
graduates, graduates) x (num r of under-
graduate, graduate aid applican s) - (aggre- .

gate family contribution)

4
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The components of the formulas are all 4elf-explanatory except for the aggre--
gate fah-lily contribution. For each income category of eligible aid applicants, a
family eontribution amount is assigned by ED.. This amcfunt differs by type of
entailment (undergraduate or graduate) and dependericy status. To calculte the
aggregate family contribution for an institution, the number of eligible aid applicants
at each income 'eve; is multiplied by the average family contribution, and those
products are then summed first across,, income groups and then by type of enrollment
and dependency status.

This need computation then drives the calculation of the ttvo other components,
of the institutional allocation: the institution's "national fair share" and "state fair
shaie" increases.. The institution's national fair share increase is computed as the ratio

of the institution's, SEOP !or self help need to the sum of computed need for all
institutions nationwide Tultiplied py the program funds availible for the national
increase. The state fair'share increase is computed similarly by multiplying the ratio
of the institution's SEOG or self help need to the sum of computed need for all
institutions within the state by the fullds available for the state fair share increase.

ANALYTIC PaocEDURESa

The pri ary focus of the proposed 'analysis is the eitirhation of changes to the
national an state fair share allocations for institutions whose FISAP Contained
unexplained discrepancies: 'We propose, this focus because many.institutions receive' a
substantial portion of Campus-Zased funds for one Or more programs based through the,

the cofiditional guarantees which are not affected by errors we assessed. RegulatiorL,

state /th4t. institutions' will receive such a guarantee "unless-it suffers a ,substantial
decline in enrollment."

t

The recomputation of national And state fair share allocat?bns I .rewires two
.

steps. First, institutional need for each program must be .recompute'd. This involves

substituting ,the most reliable data for disirepant items in the need algorithm. For i

instance, the correct enrollment data from HEGIS will be s bstituted for data reported

1The SEOG allocation algorithm does not contain a state increase for Continuing
Year (CAI. funds.
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on, the FISAP, cases, where sfiscrepancies remain. This recalcplated peed will then
b e used to estimate changes in.institutional allocations and will result ink estimations
of the need consequence of data discrepancies.

Our approach to the estimation of changes to allocations, the second step,
L 1

requires the use of the worksheets that accompany ED notices to institutions of
allocation cif, program funds, These forms are expected to contain the individual
components of th0 allocations which we will adjust. to estimate alloc changes.

Thus, the availability of these' worksheets is crucial to the analysis and cot itutes the
simplest means of gathering necessary data.

If worksheets are unavailable for- . any institutions, particularly those with
remaining discrepancies for which we will estimate changes to,Zilocations, they cannot

be included in the analysis. 'Clearly, if the number of institutions for which worksheets
are Unavailable is high 'rid, sufficient 'dat'a cannot be easily obtained, the Current

.

approach and proposed arllys-is may ha'7e to be ;abandoned.

&sing these worksheets, changes to the national fair :share increase will Ede

estimated by multiplying the ratio of 'recalculated need to reported need by the
amount of the national fair share increase. This will .result in the estimated increase

or de4ttease in the national Pair share caused by the Ilse of more reliable-data.,

A similar procedure will be used for the state fair share increase.' T e ratio used
above will t?e multiplied by the state fair share/ increase to obtain the recomputed.

state fair share incfease. This is slightly different for SEC1G since there is no C.Y.

state fair share increase and therefore the state increase only includes I.Y. funds.

The recomputed national and date fair shale increases for each program willibe

added. tot the conditional guarantee amount for the respective' programs. The result
will be an estimation/ of the. recomputed campus-6ased allocations for institutions

remaining discrepancies.

The~ final step in the proposed analysis, will be developing 4 natiprtal estimate of

ranges in initltional allocations. Because of the nature of the Title IV Quality`

Contrbi sample, the sum of the student sampling weights at each institution will allow

6
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us to` use the' changes in institutional allocation ;o estimate .national changes.
Similarly, the sum of these sampling weights at each. institution multiplied by the
inst'itution's Campus-Based allocation summed across all` sampled 'institutions will
equal program totals for allocations.

In order to estimate natjonat changes in allocations, we will subtract the
recomputed allocation from the original allocatiot, to obtain,the dperence. This

difference will be multiplied by the sum of the student sampling'weiohts at that
institution. The sum of this amount across all institutions with remaining discrepan-
cies 'will constitute the national estimate of changes in Campus-Based allocation dye
to these discrepancies.

It should be 'noted that the individual discrepancies could have little or no effect
. .

on allocations under certain circumstances. For instance, it is 'plaugible that the state
fair share could be zero, since the amount available within states for distribution as
state f.L share increases is ooputed by subtracting-the sum of the cond.tional
guarantees from the the slate allotfnent. Thus, if the state increa.se is zero, small
changes in institutional need will have a. minimal effect on 'institutional allocations
within that, state since only tie national increase could be 'affected by recalculation.
Consequently, it is ,possible that what appear to be fairly large changes in reported
application data, such as enroliment,,could cause only small changes in allocations.

ErroE Profiles

An objective of the proposed analysis is the development of a profile for
discrepancies. Developing such a profile can take two discrete focuses. The first is to
focus on .institution. The analysis related to this, focus would tine statistical
techniques to deicribe the variation in the occurrence of particular types of error by
key institutional characteristics such as size, type And control or adminstratton
procedures. The -results of this analygis ,Would lend itself to s'eletion criteria for
increased edit checks or data verification.

.4

t.

Another focus is on the 'data discrepancy itself .and. the causes of these errors.
This focus. would use descriptive techniques to identify the magnitude of and most

*frequent causes of error through explanations 'provided by institutional taff and would

lend itself to the development of edit`checks and corrective actions.

10
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-Ourya bility to'conduct'an analysis, particularly for the first focus, is constrained
by the number of unresolved disctepancies (29). Realistically, only -unresolved
ehrollment discrepancies (24) cart be analyzed to ariy degree. However, even cross-
tabulating- these discrepancies by type and controls resulting in_12 cells, could produce

-unreliable results Without .ising additional procedures, since one or more cells could be
-

empty:" Even including all types of error in an error/no error vailable only marginally
improves this analysis. ,Consequently, we are limited by our data to simple descriptive,
statistical analysis and all but eliminates the first focus as a 'meaningful analysis.

Tie second focus, although still limited by the data, holds more promise,
r"'

particularly because the data collected about the causes of error is what richer
since staff explained the reasons for discrepancies. This .data will lend -it if f to- a

cdrnbinatiop of qualitative anglquantitative analyses. Therefore, we propose to
analynze the regasons for the occurrence of FISAP discrepancies and to recomm d

corrective actions,to eliminate these discrepancies.

Data Needs

The following data are needed to conduct the pr posed ahalyses:

r
AllocatiOn worksheets for all s.ampledinstitutions

,

EFCs for the need inyome grid

Cost of attendance developed by ED

We have already requested ;that we receive. copies of the worksheets. The

remaining data will be required before we can piAfed with the analysis

3
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